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'Life in the Pit" begins with gender issues Drastic

Professors and students discuss kitchens, Calvin Klein and Guerrilla Girls
CARLYE BURCHETT
Wednesday night was the "inaugural event," as Karen Taylor, professor of history, called it, of a
series called "Life in the Pit." Taylor described it as she opened the
a chance
lecture as "a
to talk about certain issues under
certain circumstances ... a chance
to open up dialogue all over camfree-for-a-

ll.

pus."
The evening opened with Taylor,

representing the International Socialist Workers Organization, and
Alphine Jefferson of the history
department sitting in the Pit with a
microphone, to talk about the issue of gender wars. The two professors quickly urged everyone to
treat the issue as a conversation,
not a lecture, to ask and answer
questions about this topic. They
quickly introduced a note of familiarity, and the students became
involved.
Taylor started with a discussion

the historical view of women;
"women were for having babies."
In the 1970s, women began to fight
back, and a body of literature developed around the "infamous white
male." Is gender mediated by race
and sexuality? What is the bottom
line does capitalism support the
gender system of women's oppression?
Jefferson began with a "radical
statement men and women are
equal, women are human beings."
His critique of the women's movement was that it is elitist, with upper
class white women trying to accrue
the privileges now given to upper- -

class white men. It also has a history
of blatant racism.
Jefferson stated that feminism is
not just a women's movement. It
"liberates men to be good in the
kitchen as well as in the garage
though I have never been that comfortable in a garage to begin with."
Taylor said that gender is a mindset
and that "men labor under gender
limitations too because of this,
men are alienated from children
while children are growing up."
After this beginning, the discussion raised a number of questions
about our society. Do we blame
men for feelings that they have and
say that they shouldn't have these
feelings? The women's movement
seems caught between being a minority movement or a women's
movement; why not both? Why are
male pornography and
rape often ignored, leaving women
as the only visible victims?
A subject that brought up a lot of
discussion was the Guerrilla Girls
forum that came to Wooster several
weeks ago. Taylor said, "Loved it!"
Jefferson replied, "Hated it!" and
provoked a lot of laughter.
Taylor said that they had a very
narrow focus, and that maybe their
tactics were wrong, but that they did
ignore class analysis, which allowed
capitalism to take advantage of them.
Jefferson said he found the masks
offensive, as it seemed that these
women were not brave enough to
risk their careers and show their
faces.
Other topics brought up by students were Calvin Klein ads and
Madison Avenue's force in today's

changes
instituted
SARAH FENSKE
The Student Government Asso-

ciation went to work with a

male-to-ma- le

When the weather gets cold, bringing your bicycle inside and locking
the wheels should be adequate measures to keep it safe, but that is not
always the case.

Last Tuesday evening, five
Andrews residents caught two
attempting to steal a bicycle from Andrews Hall. After the
two suspects exited through the fire
exit with the bicycle, Eric Krauza
non-stude-

nts

97, Andy Stegmeier '00, Joe

Belyusar '00, Jon Haley '00 and
Adam Ratliff '00, pursued them,
catching one of the suspects while
the other escaped.
Once the students apprehended

the suspect, they recovered the bicycle and contacted Security. An
officer op duty, Michael Starkey,
arrived at the scene and took the
suspect to the security office for
questioning.
The individual apprehended did
not commit the crime, claiming that
the bicycle was never in his possession, but he did give Starkey the
name of a second individual allegedly responsible for the theft. The
individual Starkey questioned was
under the legal drinking age and
intoxicated.
To explain why he was on campus, the suspect told Starkey that he
"had walked ontocampus to find his

girlfriend."

ven-

geance this week, attempting toclean
up the funding fiasco. The Funding
Review Committee, chaired by senator Greg Boettner '99, presented
seven revisions to the current guidelines. After a discussion that was
limited to roughly five minutes, SGA
passed the measures with a vote of
12-with 8 abstentions.
The measures were drastic compared to the procedural changes SGA
had recently approved. The new
measures state that "organizations
must exhaust all other possibilities
for funding before requesting SGA
funds," and "no organization more
than two years of age may apply to
SGA for funding," although appeals
may be made to the Treasurer and
the Senate, including an exception
for
budget problems"
for groups older than two years.
SGA only briefly debated this proposal, which is certain to affect every group on campus that has existed for more than two years. Senator Carie Toth '97 urged SGA to
save this particular revision for a
vote later in the year. "It would be
very confusing to have it now," she
said.
In response to her objections, several senators assured their peers that
Campus Council would not cut the
money it gives to SGA, even though
SGA would be funding only a fraction of the groups it now funds.
"They Campus Council have a
budget of a hundred thousand. They
can handle an extra five or six thousand easy," said senator Patrick
Watts '99.
3,
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History professors Karen Taylor and Alphine Jefferson discuss
feminist issues and political correctness.
society. A big problem was seen
with today's culture, which rewards
ruthlessness and does not foster
warmth. Differences were seen between different feminist groups, and
a question was raised of how to even
define the differences. The conversation ended with a discussion of

political correctness and its effect
on the women's movement. Gender
Wars brought up a lot of noteworthy
topics and provided a lively and
interesting dialogue between faculty and students which further "Life
in the Pit" events will hopefully
continue.

Townie thief strikes Andrews bike room
EILEEN IMADA

funding

According to Krauza, the two open dorm doors, questioning individuals before allowing them to acsuspects gained access to the buildcess the dorms and by securing their
ing by using a similar story, tellbicycles to a railing or rack rather
ing a student that they were lookthan just locking the wheels.
ing for someone in Andrews; the
As with all crimes that involve
student let them into the dorm.
Security notified the
"You wouldn't think anything of
letting someone in who said he Wooster Police Department of the
crime, and Starkey spoke with a
was there to deliver pizza or to see
someone in the dorm," Krauza 'police officer that same evening.
If the bike was damaged, the
said.
non-studen- ts.

Employed as a student security
officer, Krauza also pointed out that
"Security does go around to check
buildings, but they can't stand outside all the doors to ID everyone
who walks in."
In that regard, students could exercise more caution by not propping

owner may legally press charges
against the perpetrators. The owner
of the bicycle, Steven Laroe '99,
filed a report with campus security
and the police department Wednesday, but the bicycle was not significantly damaged; only the front was
bent.

er

Additional revisions require
groups to submit a copy of their
charter and their proposed budget
along with a copy of their yearly
budget, including any additional
sources of funding. SGA will only
listen to appeals for the amount of
funding if the funding procedure
itself is shown to be faulty. The
committee also proposed that SGA
take into account the nature of the
activity and "the number of people
having the opportunity to benefit
from the activity." In the words of
please see SGA FUNDING
REFORMS, page 2

r
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Hillel stages model Bat Mitzvah SGA funding reforms
SUSAN LEE.M
"And yet I am my one sole self.
America seeking the stars." With
these words of Langston Hughes.
Sarah Nagelbush "OOexpressed what
becoming a Bat Mitzvah would
mean to her. Though not really a
.Bat Mitzvah. she played one for,
Hillel's first ever model Bat Mitzvah
Tuesday evening at Lowry Pit. As
Hillel member Gregg Licht '98 explained, "a Bar Mitzvah for a male
or a Bat Mitzvah for a female is a
lime when Jews who turn the age of
3 begin to take a more active role in
Judaism. The ceremony allows the
Bat Mitzvah to demonstrate this intent with a prominent role in leading
the service. Hillel
Jodi Butter '99 played the Bat
Mitzvah's mother. She reflected on
the impact that her own Bat Mitzvah
1

Vice-Preside-

nt

had on her religious life. "After I
became Bat Mitzvah I began to
take a more active role in Judaism,
attending synagogue more often
and observing Yom Kippur the
Jewish day of atonement by fast-

sonal remarks about Judaism.

sity has always been a fundamental
part of my religion ... We have to
take an active role in thinking about
how we treat people."
Both Jewish and
stu
dents, professors, and other community members attended the Bat
Mitzvah. Many attendees also participated in the mock ceremony by
collectively reading excerpts from
the Gates of Prayer and joining in
song, with only occasional reticence
for pronunciations of some of the
Hebrew text.
Nagelbush describes .Hillel as "a
fun group. We hold a lot of discussions on issues concerning Judaism
and encourage people to come,

Themes emphasized throughout the
readings and songs included praise,
thanksgiving, and declaration of
Jewish faith. Licht said. The celebration of individuality and diver

even if they aren't Jewish. Hillel
holds meetings Sundays at 7 p.m.
8 and meets for
in Lowry Room
lunch Tuesdays 11:15 a.m. in
Lowry 248.

ing."
By holding a model Bat Mitzvah.
Hillel sought to increase awareness
among the Wooster community by
sharing this valuable part of Jewish
tradition. Though the model Bat
Mitzvah made many departures from
an authentic service, it attempted to
preserve the most important aspects
by including the call to worship,
reading from the Torah. and per-

non-Jewi-

sh
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Council discusses Greeks again
AARON RUPERT

warning from Charles Kammer,
fessor of religious studies and

For the first time in three weeks.
Campus Council covered its entire
agenda, discussing the issues of the
description of Greek life in the College catalogue and Campus Council
involvement in the President's long-terplanning committee. The course

ulty representative

m

catalogue

profac-

to Council.

Kammer believes that an attempt to
change the College catalogue description would "galvanize faculty debate
against Greek life. "Once the faculty
is aware of this." said Kammer, "it is
possible there will be a movement to

issue

took up the majority of the meeting.
"Club and Section life. wrote.

Jim Morse '97.
IGC representa

and quickly to end these organizations." said Kammer. He also stated
that he believes that this debate
should happen. "I think we should
clear the air on this." he said in favor
of discussion. Kammer expressed
that some see the Greek system as
exclusive, not inclusive, as he believes a college campus should be.
The discussion
was laDied. and

"By closeting the Clubs and Sections, you conceal
to prospectives of Wooster knowledge of a system

Morse plans to

present to Council
. a description that
plays
his constituents feel
is adequate. At that
time, probably at
the beginning of the
second semester according to Morse.
Council will discuss the changes and,
if Council approves, send them on to
the President's office.
Professor Garrett Thomas of the
philosophy department brought up
planning
the issue of the long-terprocess the College is currently un"I think that Campus
dergoing.
Council should be actively involved
in this process." Council decided to
draft a letter to President Hales to
encourage him to include Campus
Council in the process.

a
that has been here for almost 80 years and
significant role in the social life of the college.'

tive to Council, in
a letter outlining
his concerns, "is not accurately represented in the College Catalogue."
Morse explains that there is currently
a one- - fourth page section on Club and
Section life, with outdated information. "By closeting the Clubs and Sections." writes Morse, "you conceal to
prospecti ves of Wooster knowledge
of a system that has been here for
almost 80 years and plays a significant role in the social life of the college."
Morse outlined his concerns again
at the meeting but received a strong

eliminate Greek life on campus."
Kammer also pointed out that there is
"strong faculty opposition to having a
fraternity system on campus."
"The reality of the situation is, it
exists." said Morse of the current
system, " and all we are asking for is
a more accurate description."
"I don't think we shouldn't do this
for fear of a faculty backlash." said
Stephen Penrod '97, president of SG A.
Kammer again warned of possible problems in the proposal.
"Schools can act very dramatically

m

continued from page

Boettner. this measure means that
"educational activities will be given
priority over social activities ... educational value must be shown."
The most controversial matter by
far was the committee's last proposed revision. Printed in bold-fac- e
on the new funding guidelines, it
states that "SGA will not fund any
organization who violates The College of Wooster's
statement on any grounds and
for any reason." This measure will
require that the funding committee
look at the organization's current
charter and carefully check the wording of the
clause.
If the words do not match the SGA
model perfectly, no money will be
allotted.
"This will only affect three types
of groups," said Watts. "The fraternities, the sororities, and the Men of
Harambee. We don't want to be a
part of groups that didn't want everyone to be a part of them."
Watts' comment sparked debate.
Senator Rich Anderson '00 noted
that groups like Harambee and clubs
and sections "bring a lot of benefit
to this campus. We shouldn't discriminate against them." Anderson
said that Greek groups are not necnon-discriminat-

non-discriminat-

k
of trouble with the
Council. If we don't want to fund
Greeks, we need to say that. We're

1

Inter-Gree-

T-shir-

ory

though

some allow only men, others allow
only women. "There are options
open to everyone," he said.
Member-a- t
large Laura Markley
99 said, "It's really very simple ...
If there's something in their non
discriminatory statement that does
not match ours, then we can't fund

them."

.
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self-destin-
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clause."
Senator Leslie Knapp '99 sug
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gested that SGA may get into "a lot

DECEMBER 3, 1996
LOWRY CENTER, 11:00 AM -- 6:30 PM
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Required Textbooks for Semester II
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Questions arose concerning Sis
ters in Spirit and the Black Women's
Organization that appeal to basically one gender, but Boettner waved
these concerns away. "There are
men members of Sisters in Spirit,
BWO, Images. They have every
thing covered in their
clause," he said.
Watts seconded him. "We're not
going to look at who's at their meetings, just what they say in their

The Wooster Voice Unpaied Ads policy
The Wooster Voice will print unpaied ads from any
campus organization, unless the orgnization stands
to make a considerable profit from the ad.
All unpaied ads must be given to the Voice staff
by 3 p.m. on Wednesday. Ads can be sent to the

ts,

card-swip-

ory

essarily discriminatory;

going to get into problems by saying
they discriminate."
Watts also had an answer for this.
"It's not about fraternities and sororities. It's about discrimination. I
don't think any of us are in favor of
that ... I call the question." The vote
passed.
SGA also dealt with extending
the library hours, ordering SGA
and the problems of the exe
tended
hours. Amer
Malik '97 reported on the library
situation, saying that Director of
Libraries Damon Hickey would extend the library hours "as long as
SGA is willing to finance it," Hickey
estimated the extra hour per night
would cost $1800 for three months.
SGA decided to wait until next fall,
when there is a possibility that the
library budget could cover the extra
money. Malik suggested a survey to
see "if people really want it."
Dwayne Davis, director of residential life, met with SGA to answer
their questions about the extended
card-ke- y
hours. There were claims
of voter fraud in various dorms, particularly Arminglon. "Not a
single person in my hall voted,"
claimed Armington resident Malik.
Davis replied that if the voting did
not take place legally, "we'll have a
... I left it to the directors of
each hall to handle it. If there was an
irregularity, we'll look into that."
Davis rejected the idea of a blanket
vote for the entire campus, supporting each building's "right to
He also said that Res Life
to try to
will not sponsor a
get different results or to encourage
more dorms toextend their hours. A
will occur only in dorms in
which residents demonstrate that the
vote was unfair in some way.

Christmas Ornaments
Gift Certificates for Dinner
Specialty Gift Baskets
A "Dinner to die for"
Gourmet Indian

r"

ALL PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT B.LS.H.O.P.'S P.L.E.A
any questions, please see an EMPOWER Member

Experienced typist with
wordprocessorand laserjet
printer available to type
andor proofread term papers, senior thesis, etc.
Reasonable .rates. Call
Felicia at (330)
364-457-

8.
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Recycling program
tackles composting
in Miller Manor
MAX WILSON

on a larger scale."
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DuPlaga offers Indexfresh start
ALLEN J. WARD

Editor-in-Chi-

former

Job.
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Dodds '97.

"DuPlaga will be in charge of
7
yearbook
producing a
for late summer," said Durham. "She
is a first-yestudent who edited her
high school yearbook," she added.
The yearbook has suffered from a
chronic lack of student support in
1996-199-
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them and give them pointers ... (It)
recent years. It was disbanded during the late 980s and revived a few just takes practice." DuPlaga added.
years ago in part by President R. "I want to have a solid staff put
Stanton Hales. Problems with the together by the end of January. If we
get a staff together we should meet
yearbook were brought to a head
all the deadlines for next fall ... the
when Dodds resigned in late Octoyearbook company is very flexible."
ber. The announcement by Durham
follows a Wednesday deadline for she added. As to why she decjded to
submission of applications for the "take over the yearbook. DuPlaga
answered. "I really loved being on
position. Durham said. DuPlaga's
"mostdifficulttask will be finding a the yearbook staff in high school.
I think it is important to have a
staff." DuPlaga plans to call those
inter... to capture memories,"
an
yearbook
voiced
students who have
est in the yearbook, as well as "put she concluded. She also asked the
College community to be patient
an advertisement in the Pot." She
said that writers, photographers and and to "understand the rescheduling
interviewers are needed, as well as of photography appointments" and
"people to identify pictures and do added. "1 hope that the student body
understands that this a fresh start for
copy work." DuPlaga said, "They
don't need experience ... I will teach the yearbook."
1

"The Publications Committee
has appointed Jessica DuPlaga
('(X))" to the position of
of the Index. Publications
Committee Chair Carolyn Durham
pronounced on Tuesday. This announcement concluded the search
for a new yearbook editor as a
result of by the resignation of

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Credit t
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Worms make me crazy: Molly Ewing '97 holds a fistful of worms. These small slimy creatures are now
being used as an integral part of the new composting program at Miller Manor. Other recycling
k
beverage rings.
additions include a reuse program and a system to recycle batteries and
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Benson graduated from Indiana
University last May with a degree in
environmental science and biology.
Due to her age, she has at times
found it difficult to express her
views, but this has not deterred her
from starting several new programs
that expand the recycling program
here at the college.
Students can also contribute to
the college's reuse program, which
reuses anything people deem of
value. Old folders, lamps, or used
clothing are just some of the things
that can be reused. The reuse bins
will be collected, and periodically
the recycling program will reserve a
tabic in Lowry where students will
be free to take what they want.
The College can now recycle
plastic rings free of charge, thanks
to Benson's discovery of ITW
Hightone, a company that produces
the rings. She asks that people no
longer cut the "rings up but simply
deposit them in the recycling bins.
Also soon to be recyclable will be
batteries, one of the most toxic products. In coordination with the
College's environmental safety officer. Tim Anderson, the recycling
program will place bins in all the
laundry rooms for the disposal of
batteries. Benson admits that the
price to recycle these batteries is
high but worth it in the long run.
Benson hopes to make people
more aware of the College's recycling program through educational
programs, informative brochures,
and signs. She wants to further
expand the recycling program, and
eventually wants to have recycling
bins outside for the convenience of
students. "I think people realize
these days that we really should recycle," Benson said, "but peop 'j
need to get into the swing of things
and start doing it."

i

Tucked back behind ihe bus garage lies the office of Recycling
Coordinator Meredith Benson, the
inspiration behind the recent changes
in the college's recycling program.
Over the last several months she has
i n st i t u ted se vc ra ne w prog ra m s a nd
expanded ones already in existence.
The recycling program's newest
project involves composting food
wastes. In conjunction with Molly
y7. a student recycling manager. Benson has begun to compost
wastes produced by Miller Manor, a
house of 23 people. The actual
composting will involve two different forms, therma and verma culture
composts. Therma composting uses
yard wastes, grass clippings and soil
to heat the compost, speeding up
decomposition. This compost will
be located outside, in a small bin.
Verma composting is located inside, and involves worms that produce castings (waste), which serve
as the actual compost. All food
wastes produced by Miller Manor
are deposited in lhe.ve.nna comport.
"It could have some smell,"
Benson said, "but it depends purely
on what you put in there. The things
that make it smell arethe grease and
the bones and the dairy products and
the meat. We would not put any of
those products in our therma culture
composting bin in Miller Manor."
This type of recycling has been
proposed in the past but never applied. Benson believes that the administration has never committed
itself to composting because before
it had always been proposed on a
much larger scale than the program
at Miller Manor. "When you start
things at this school on a huge scale
it scares people," Benson said. "By
doing what we're doing on a smaller
scale we might be allowed to do it

mm

mn

mm.
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Wooster Insight
Don't hide Greeks in the sand
Wooster has Greeks. This is not a theory, illusion, or mirage, it is a fact.
While some people (including the vast majority or the student body)
understand this fact, others seem to be afraid of it. Thjs week in Campus
Council. Professor Charles Kammer stated that some in the faculty might
attempt to undo the 80 year old local fraternity and sorority system if they
are forced to discuss a change in its description in the yearly course
catalogue.
It is hard to believe thai the faculty on campus don'i notice the many
students who sit in their classes wearing sweatshirts with Greek letters
emblazoned on them. Faculty shouldn't ignore the fact that Wooster has a
Greek system. It goes against the very beliefs of academic inquiry and
openness. What kind of academic would close his or her eyes to ignore a
fact they may not want to see? It is a scary precedent when it becomes
acceptable for the faculty to simply ignore elements of the community.
Instead of bury ing their heads in the sand, the faculty should attempt todeal
with this concern and initiate discussions so solutions can be forwarded and
life can go on.

The registration ritual
On Saturday morning, we will all have lo roll out of our beds and stumble
over to theP.E.C.to participate in that peculiar Wooster ritual: registration.
Cards in hand, we will push and shove our way through fellow students in
jrder to be in prime position for our cattle call. Some of us will be straining
to catch a glimpse of the chalkboard, dreading the appearance of a coveted
course. When our time comes, we will literally run into the gym in a
of natural selection where the strong arrive at the department tables
first and obtain the precious course stickers, while the slower, weaker
members of our population must settle for Basketweaving 101. But we're
not complaining. We wouldn't change this antiquated system for all the
systems that most other institutions have switched
slick computer-operateRegistrationrin-the-rounallows us to make the
decade.
to in the last
choices ourselves, and allows us lo decide which courses to switch to when
we get shut out. options computers don't allow. We grant that it is a shame
ihat some students do get shut out of courses because they're' not quick
enough on the draw, but they can always resort to plan two: begging.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
mini-versi-
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"Few students are capable of
'making their own decisions' or
'thinking for themselves.'" These
are the words of William H.
Willimon in a thoughtful and disturbing article from Christian Century (Oct 20. 993 ). recently handed
out to faculty and administrators by
Susan Figge, Dean of Faculty. In
brief. Willimon argues that universities (and presumably colleges) of
the 99()s have "abandoned" students to alcohol (and drug?) abuse,
to a life in which they are merely
marking time, "a ncccessary evil."
before they go on to Wall Street or
law school.
Willimon bases his arguments on
his own interaction with students at
Duke University, and in doing so
nukes several assumptions. The first
is that increasing numbers of our
students have been inadequately
paremcd."
students have missed conflict and interaction with their parents over "values" because they were
"left to theirowndevices."and many
of them grew up in divorced families as if ihc were orphans." For
this reason "a better enipencal case
could be made f;r supporting in
loco parentis in the 1990s than during the 1950s."
His second assumption is that
many students are throwing their
college years away in drunken ex
1
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Wooster: not a 'nanny college

on

1
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Letters
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The College ol

cess, and that this is evidence of
their, immaturity. Willimon s third
assumption is that "(we cannot
in loco parentis. " but "undergraduate education in America
could be improved if more attention were given to the emetional
and social development of students." To that end, he urges us
re-instit- ute

(membersofcollcgecommunities)
to "become more adept at the art of
relating to one another not as
strangers, clients, customers, or
caregivers, but as friends ( ."
While I agree with Willimon that
college communities would benefit
from a move away from the hierarchy inherent in prototypical professor-strelationships. I do not
udent
agree with his assessment of student
maturity. It may be true that many

students

are ."inadequately"

parented. but I am frightened by any
assumption that there is an "adequate" parenting which is universal, because it sounds too much
like the rhetoric of "family values." proponents of which have
often proven that they care very
little about real people and very
much about identifying and punishing "Others."
I also have
trouble equaling
drunken (wasted), destructive, violent behavior with immaturity. suspect we all know adults who exhibit
such behavior. The difference be
1

tween them and students who act
like them is that people who are not
in school have to pay for such behavior, either with time in jail or
with money. Why do we allow such
students to remain on campus? And
should we treat all students like they
need keepers just because we tolerate some who do?
I think we tolerate such behavior
because colleges and universities
never really moved away from. a
position of in loco parentis, and although 'Willimon argues that such a
relatiohsip will no longer work, his
comments seem to suggest that it is
what we need. This is a conversation in which we all need to partici- pate because its outcome affects all
of us. Do we want to become, as one
person suggested at a recent (acuity
meeting, a "nanny college"? (I'll let
you figure out what that means. ) ( r
do we want to move toward a model
of friendship, where we are both
teachers and learners?
If so. then we must all be willing
to take responsibility for what we
do. to communicate clearly vhat we
expect, and lo demand respectful
attention for vshat vve eel. think and
need.
What do you want?
I

Karen Taylor
Professor of History &
Women's Studies

Wanted: opinionated student

Interested in poslion of somewhat authority but with minimal creative control willing to do grunt work
without complaining while allowing someone else complete recognition and credit. Sound good? Send
by December I . for the position of:
letters of interest lo Julie Oliverio at Box
c-24- 03
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Still More Letters

More Letters

To Sarah Kruse:

SGA not a hand holding organization
I am writing in reference to the
article that was written by Henrietta
Menzies. As far as I am concerned
with the letter I think that it is very
one sided and in some cases contains blatant lies! Henrietta's first
complaint is that no one called Images to tell her about the funding
process. This is simply because SGA
does not call everyone on the telephone and say, "Hi there Henrietta,
this is SGA. We are giving out

money. Would you like some
money?" In this way SGA's funding process is similar to the Financial Aid process. The government
dK"s not come to you and say," Hi
Heneritta, this is the U.S. government. We have money for college
students." However, I would agree
with Henrietta and say that it is very
important that people know when
funding process takes place. That is
"why every semester for at least one
week there is a poster up in Lowry
that says, "SGA Funding applications at Lowry front desk."
Heneritta also said that, "I met
with our advisor, Ms. Beverly H.
Ogletree, and together we filled out
the application." After personally
looking over Images application I
find it hard to believe that xrson
on the staff of this fine inatiiulion
might have had a part in the writing
of their application. Their application was very poorly written. Their
programs were not well defined and
they had no specific dates or places
in which they wanted to hold these

programs. These are all things that
SGA looks at when appropriating
money. Many of the members of
SGA found this to be unacceptable.
Especially when other groups came
in totally prepared with well written
proposals and well defined programs. However, even though there
were many problems with Images'
proposal, one that disturbed me personally is that Images asked for
money for a masseuse. I could not
would come to
believe that
SGA and ask for money to get massages while everyone else on campus just sits and watches. But this is
also disturbing to me because
Hygeia. which is where Ms. Ogletree
works, gives a basic massage class
forfree. This obviously shows how
unprepared Images was.
Henrietta later stales in her article
that in looking over their proposal
"we saw we forgot something."
Again proof of being unprepared.
Let's look at it from a different perspective. Let's say Henrietta was
a ''lying forathousand dollar scholarship. This seems very fair because
Images applied to SGA for over one
thousand dollars. So, she is in her
interview and she suddenly says. "I
forgot something." What kind of
impression is that going to leave on
the people that are interviewing her?
They might not say, "you can't
change anything, ' but that does not
take away their right to think it very
unprofessional. I think the people
interviewing her would rather give
a-gro-

.

up

The more things change...
Perhaps w hat one needs to do is to
separate themself entirely from a
situation in order to view it properly. I am currently studying in
Spain, and thanks to the wonderful
IPO, I recently received a grand
package of "The Voice" from the
last three months to keep me up
dated on what is new, exciting, and
fresh at Wooster. Unfortunately, as
I read through the endless blather, t
quickly realized that nothing had
changed. Nothing was different.
Nothing was fresh or corrected. In
the words of a fellow "Wooperson"
studying with me, "If I had not seen
the dates on those papers, I would
have thought I was reading last years
newspapers."
In case nobody else has noticed
(and I really don't think they have),
here is the basic breakdown of
Fall 1996:
) Race Relations
2) Security Problems
3) SGA Inefficiency
4) Improved, yet still inadequate.
UNBIASED Voice reporting
5) Administrators discussing is
Woo-New- s.

1

sues that "need more looking into".
Sound like the news from the previous two semesters? Yep, sure does
to me. In reality however, what does
all of my own blather mean? It
means, obviously, that little has
changed nor has been accomplished
in the last 12 months at Wooster. It
means that people are more interested
in criticising and complaining than
DOING and ACTING. Our Wooster
education is supposed to make us think
higher
a
on
learn
and
eschelon...unfortunately, it is not helping to foster a mentality conducive to
attacking and resolving major issues.
Looking back at Wooster and the
issues it faces from 5000 miles away
makes the little lot of land in Wayne
County we call "home" seem somewhat odd and insignificant. I have a
different perspectiveofWoosterfrom
Spain...and maybe what more people
need is a different perspective. Perhaps that will help solve our problems.
Travis L. Grundke'99
University of Cordoba in
Andalucia. Spain
.

their money to a person who knows
exactly what they are doing with the
money.
Henrietta also brings up the opinion that Images ended up with the
reputation as an organization who
"can't fill out a simple application
for funding." She then continues to
say, "Thanks." I would like to say
that if this is true, it is by no means
the fault of SGA or Sarah Kruse! It
is simply the fault of Images,
THANK YOURSELVES SGA did
not fill out your application, you
did. How can we be at fault for what
you wrote? We simply did our job,
which was to look over the funding
applications and decide which were
better! I'm sorry massages didn't fit
into the category of being better!
Henrietta next states that the main
problem SGA had with the Images
proposal was that they did not include a non discriminatory clause in
their proposal. I will be the first to
say that this is not true. I voted the
way I did because the other proposals were much better! That is the
only reason!
Finally in her last words Henrietta
states that she was "set up." I think
this is extremely pitiful. To think
that SGA and its members have nothing better to do than sit around and
set people up. I will say it again, I
have better things to do than sit in a
room and decide who SGA is going
to get this year.
!

Patrick M. Watts '99

Letters:
The deadline for
letters to the
editor is now
Wednesday at 5
p.m.

Letters can be
submitted over e- mail, campus
mail, or
to the
Voice office
hand-deliever-

ed

The Voice will consider printing
anonymous letters, but only if the
identity of the author is known to
the Viewpoints editor

I believe your statementiiLyour
letter last week, defending1 your involvement in the racial scandal concerning SGA funding, that you have,
"always despised racism and the
people who stand for it." (Do you
mean the KKK, or the U.S. Gov.?
Or perhaps Avis Rental and Texas
Oil company?) However, SGA is
not made up of only you. A group of
people vote on the funding allocations, and together they produced
racist results. Are you sure that all
your SGA colleagues could make
the same statements about opposing
racism that you have? Would you
have the strength and honor to admit
it if you knew

differently?

Would most of
us? It is hard
to expose institutional racism, and it is
even harder to
expose it when

imagine these groups having anything to do with your life, besides
being the millstone around your neck
making you write letters of apology
to the Voice?.
Part of the problem with institutionalized, unconscious racism is
that you speak it and act on it without meaning to. The fact that the

tension, unequal distribution of
wealth, disparity of income, housing, and anger between races is well
known and acknowledged in this
country and on this campus makes
the minimal funding of programs
working to end these problems, racist. Unconscious racism allows the

contradictory
thoughts of

-

"Would you have the
strength and honor to admit

ism

rac-

isanover-whelmin-

g,

to
knew differently? difficult
handle issue,
Would most of us ? It is hard and that racial

it

if you

to expose instituitional
racism, and it is even harder
putting yourto expose it when that means
self in jeopardy, such as putting yourself in jeopardy,
losing your such
as losing your
position. position. "
that

knowing

means

However, it
must still be

done, because by not speaking out
against the things you know are
wrong, such as racism, you become
an oppressor; allowing oppression
to happen, to others and to yourself,
while you watch.
I also think it is possible that the
FAC and you never "consciously"
used, "racial motives to assess the
worthiness of any group." However, before you and SGA get too
high upon your horse getting defensive, think carefully about some
unconscious motives. Because of
the U.S.,
our history of racism
a favorable
you cannot grow up w
view of race relations and racial
minorities. When you see an
man late at night
walking, do you feel as safe as you
do when the man is white? Do you
interact with minorities often, or do
you find that you simply hang out in
other areas? Do you see the race
oriented programs as ones you'll
participate in this year? Have you
been to a Black Women's Organization. Black Students Association, or
Rites of Passage meeting? Can you
African-A-

merican

groups

on
campus do not
deserve much,
if any money,
to coexist. If
there were as

many pror- lems getting

people to respect campus buildings, or if the
relations with between greek organizations was as problematic as between races. SGA would not even
have needed to fund a group trying
to heal the problem, because the
administration would have worked
to find a solution. As it is,
Dreamhouse. Images, and Dene are
permanent charters only because students took over Galpin and demanded to be listened to. Sarah, I
am not trying to say that you are a
racist and I am an avenger to point
you out. I am writing because I.
struggle with racial prejudice myself, and realize how rampant it is. I
am asking you to at least truly consider the possibility of racist motives in your own and SGA's actions. Your letter should have explained that you know racism can be
unconscious and you hope you didn't
act on racist motives, but are examining you own actions. Before getting defensive or frightened, swallow some pride and think about it.
Kathrvne Hall '99

Women's Theatre Collective
Next Semester
Female Writers, Dancers, Performers Needed

Interested?

Informative Workshops on Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24
Luce Mulilpurpose Room.
Wear Loose Clothing, Come Prepared to Move.
2:00-4:00p- m.

Writers: Submit texts to WRC Library, Lowry Center
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Lady Scots go to town: the secret to their success Finding
Deliverance
SARAH FENSKE

The women of Title IX have grown
up. and they are kicking some butt.
The most successful athletic teams
at Wooster lately have not been the

ubiquitous men's soccer or football
teams, although both have recently
had highly lauded seasons. No. the
teams that have started cleaning up
and earning national rankings this fall
have been the women's teams, and for
once, the ladies seem to be overshadowing their male counterparts not just
on the field, but in terms of publicity.
Women's athletics have gone from
being footnotes to main events.
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Brenda Mecse. Wooster's
women's athletic director as well
the coach of the highly successful
Held hockey team, credits this success to Title IX. This law was the
gender equity ruling that required
women have equal access to athletic
teams and facilities, passed in 1972.
although Meese notes it was not
enforced until 1978 or so. right
around the time today's first-yeclass was born. "The women here
today have always known Title IX."
she explains. "Now there's more
opportunity for women at both the
high school and the college level,
and that makes a real difference.
Before Title IX. the programs for
omen were limited. Coaches of
women's teams had to coach two or
three sports, simply because there were
not enough funds to hire someone
else. In fact. Meese says, "the entire
women's budget was less than the
men's award budget.""
Athletic Director Bob Malekoff

am

luck-whi-

ar

attributes Wooster's recent

cross-count- ry

photo by Eric Bakkcn

suc-

cesses to attitudes that existed here
even before Tale IX. "Schools like
Wooster and the schools in our conference, and maybe some of the Ivy
League, these are schools that value
the balance between academics and
n
athletics, rather than running
athletic departments. These
profit-drive-

Malekoff also sees differences in
the way women's sports are supported here. "At athletic events you
see faculty, adults and kids from the
community-obviously
the athletes'
friends come, but here that is not all.
The College is really behind celebrating athletic effort ... there is so
much support for the women's
Malekoff
teams. It's refreshing.
notes that at other colleges, the teams
with support are only those in the
e
crowd
"fashionable" sports,
favorites like baseball and basketball.
On this campus, field hockey and
have a wide following,
and that means a lot to the programs.
This year's teams have found
phenemonal success. The women's
soccer team finished ranking 12th
in the nation, which Coach David
Brown attributes to many factors.
"Mainly you have to stay healthy,
and we did that. We also had very
good team chemistry, and good
ch
we worked very hard to
In the past.
create for ourselves!
Brown coached men's soccer at
Cleveland State University, and he
sees some major differences. "The
way the team interacts, the way they
support each other is very different. I
like to be able to coach on many
different levels, and I can do that here.
We can go back to the basics and work
on strategy at the same time. That's
easy with a women's team," Brown
said laughing.. "Dealing with Division I male athletes, it's a lot harder to
go back to the basics, even if they do
need it ... it's the male ego, or whatever." Brown's team replaced the ego
with intensity.
Dennis Rice's
team
took 15th in Nationals, by far the
highest finish in Rice's twelve years
at Wooster. "It was a big jump to the
national level, and just a really special
season," he says. Rice feels that

Their seasons may be over, but they won't be easily forgotten.
a booster in the rocket ship. For
schools have real ized for a long time
that sports have as much value for some schools. Title IX had to drag
them into women's sports. For us, it's
women as for men." Their long
just heightened the awareness and
term commitment to women's athaccelerated the process. The Wooster
letics is now pay ingoff in a big way,
Malekoff
The whole Title women's teams bear the fruits of that
e
interest today:
IX. gender c ; uity revolution has put
s.-y-

s.
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Chillin' like Bob Dylan: WCF serves up java at the Well
JODY PRICE

It's Saturday night and you're sitting in your room with absolutely
nothing todo. Suddenly, you feel an
overcoming urge for ... Java? Yes,
that craving can be easily satisfied by
means other than whipping up a cup
of instant in your hall's illegal microwave. The answer ... the Java Well!
On select Saturday nights, from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m., the Java Well is
open for business. Established this
year by the Wooster Christian Fellowship, the Java Well provides many
types of coffees and snacks to enjoy.
Several exotic flavors make up the
coffee list. Snacks are usually cookor anything
ies, brownies,-muffinelse that can be baked that evening.
Everything is fresh, unlike in other
places we've eaten on campus...
Imagine the setting. A dimly lit
s

Mackey Hall, outfitted with numerous candles which provide a soft,

relaxing glow. Students lounge
around, sipping their flavored
coffees and discussing important issues such as insanity among professors or the high quality of their
drinks, achieving maximum relaxation. The atmosphere is. essentially, calm and laid back.
While biting into a freshly-bake- d
brownie, the twang of a banjo sends
ripples through your mug of coffee.
At first it seems like Jurassic Park,
but ahhh. the entertainment for the
evening is a crazy banjo player! The
night is young, the banjo is playing
and it is time to relax. What an
evening!
Aaron Skrypski 97and Meredith
Spungin 97 originally came up with
the idea for the Java Well, and the
addition of Suzanne Fletcher 97

made the "dream" a reality.

"We

wanted to create a place where
people could hang out and relax."
says Skrypski, "plus enjoy some
good food and drinks."
It takes a committee of 20 WCFers
to set up for each Java Well. WCF
initially had to invest in tables, mass
quantities of coffee, and boxes upon
boxes of brownie mixes. The turnout
has been pretty good in recent weeks,
meaning that the Java Well is the
place to be!
The Java Well isn't all coffee and
conversation, however. There is
usually entertainment to keep the
setting interesting. "We usually have
folksy, acoustic stuff. We've had
people playing the banjo, piano, guitar, plus some African dancing music with Wooster alumni Masankho
Bonda 91." says Skrypski.
"I love the Java Well! It's so

relaxing. But the place was really
rockin when that banjo was playing a few weeks ago! I almost
spilled my coffee!" said Christian
Saulnier '00
Yes, sometimes the Java Well transforms from a quiet, relaxing hideaway into a banjo strummin. guitar
rippin. Club Caffeine! Well, maybe
it doesn't rock that hard, but there's
usually something going on that will
keep anyone content. Dancing, sipping coffee, munching on goodies
it all happens at the Java Well.
Java Well will be open six times
next semester. Prices for coffee are
just 75 cents for the first cup. and 50
cents for each additional cup. Flavored varieties cost a dollar each.
With just a pocketful of change, you'll
be up all night drinking coffee and
enjoying the atmosphere at the new
Wooster sensation, the Java Well.

KARL ROBILLARD
Emotions are running wild these
days. The weeks seem to be flashing by like a speeding train, hurling
us towards our Dec. 3 destination.
All over campus, keyboards are
clacking, library carrels are full, and
we are collectively nearing the
breaking point that divides the sane
from the insane. Each day, as my
alarm forces me out of sleep, I am
instantly bogged down by the myriad
of tasks that litter my daily planner.
Last Sunday, albeit only for twohours,
I let go of my screaming academic
conscience and relearned the simple
fact that every day is a gift of life.
1

1

At the Greater Deliverance
church, emotions arc always on the
run. From the outside, its modest
facility is nothing like the monstrous
presence of St. Mary's Catholic
church. If you don't look twice, it's
easy to mistake the small green
building on the south side of Palmer
St as just another house in one of
the more cramped and seedy sections of Wooster. But the gravel
parking lot in the back and the
cross on outside wall is enough
to alert any passersby that indeed,
this is a public worship centtr. Last
Sunday as I pulled into the parking
lot aft. circling the block confusedly, I had to fight a growing
urge to w hip the car around and flee
to the safety of our campus. Somehow mustering the courage to pry
my body out of the driver seat, I
dragged myself up the back stairs
and into the unknown abyss that
lurked behind the windowless door.
After opening the door and fumbling my way through a tiny, dark
foyer, I entered the sanctuary and let
go of my fears, easing my way into
one of the first pews in the room. The
entire congregation was swaying to
the beat of the powerful voices of two
of its members, accompanied by the
pastor on the keyboard and one of its
younger members on a drum set. The
mood was akin to a celebration, and
the parishioners were enjoying every
moment of it Several eager members
life-siz-

ed

please see WORSHIPPING: THE
SERIES CONTINUES, page 7
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Start immediately! Genuine
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FL 33020
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Woo Women: they're unbelievable
continued from page 6

ship on the field was also key." Meese
hopes to build on their success next
year, hoping Nationals was inspiring
for her players; "They were able to
see hockey on a whole di fferent level."
Meese and Brown think that one
way that women's sports are catching up with men's sports is in recruiting. Decades ago, it was only
the male athletes who got scholarship offers. Today, says Brown, "in
many ways, the women's teams recruit more." Brown feels much of
the soccer team's success this year
is due to good recruiting for the last
three years, and he sees no disadvantage to the Division III rules.
"At Wooster, we can attract students who' want the best of both
worlds, excellent academics and a
chance to play," he says. "Many
packages we give are as good as athletic scholarships in other divisions."
Brown insists that to compete in
women's sports today, recruiting is
necessary, and Meese agrees with
this, sadly. "We're becoming more

women athletes are different than
males, saying that coaching requires

"two different approaches. Women,"
he explains, "are extremely competitive in race situations, but they're also
extremely supportive of each other.
There's a lot of that inner group support, and they really build off that,
although they thrive on competition
as well." Rice feels that his team's
success isdue to many things, particularly the leadership of the senior captains. "They were extremely confident, and that carried over to the rest
of the team members."
Meese's field hockey team finished in the top sixteen nationally,
and she credits this to a great mix of
players. "We've had a great first-yeclass, and they really push the
upperclassmen on the field. The
first years got the chance to practice
with some of the best hockey players
in the conference, and that was good
leader
for them . . . The upper-clas- s
ar

like the men's teams, and that's not
always a good thing; being the same
is not always a good thing." Meese
sees today's crazed recruiting as a
bit excessive. "It's a drain of time
and energy," she says, explaining
that she spends a lot of time on the
phone and on the road instead of
coaching. In addition, the student
athlete is deluged with attention. "I'm
not sure being like the men is a good
thing," she says. "I think we need to
make adjustments for our sanity and
the sanity of the students."
The Athletic Department is overjoyed with the success of the
women's teams, but it sees growth
for the future. They know they are
near the top, but they see that there
is still climbing to do, and they are
very enthusiastic about doing it.
Each coach lists specific plans for
the future along with praise for this
year's performances, and listening to
them talk, there is no doubt the next
year will be just as exciting for the
Lady Scots and their myriad of fans.

Worshipping: the series continues

singing, swaying, and clapping

an intense sermon, alive with vigor.
The congregation echoed everything
the pastor talked about with nodding and a chorus of "Amens" and
"Yes Lord." From the evils of drugs
and alcohol to the pursuit of love, she
incorporated everything in its biblical
sense to our lives and our acquaintance with pain. Life, she proclaimed,
is a spiritual journey to understand
and become one with God. We must
endure until we have accomplished
every item on God's agenda and have
fulfilled our purpose on this earth.
The sermon was only one part of
my learning experience. The pastor
concluded the service by inviting
the children of the church to the
front of the sanctuary to bless them
with a holy ointment. She followed
this by orchestrating the healing process for two women of the congre-

came to an end, the pastor wasted no
time in captivating the audience with

troubled that day. Several other

continued from page 6

of the congregation grasped my hand
and acknowledged my presence as a
visitor. Adrenaline rushed through-mbody and instantly aroused me. It
didn't take long for me to realize that I

y

was a minority as a white male, a situation foreign to me on campus, but the
color of my skin was as meaningless as
singing.
my lack of rhythm and off-ke- y
Before I had a chance to think about it, I
foundmysclfclappingandsingingalong,
enjoying the sounds and rhythm reverberating throughout the tiny sanctuary.

The music and emotion, like a
plane climbing farther and farther
into the sky, continued its course
until the worshippers dangled in a
spiritual climax, filling the room
with passionate energy. When the

gation who were particularly

Classifieds
FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's 1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free!

Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)
95-BREA-

K!

680-7891

1-520--

HELP WANTED
$480 weekly assembling circuit boards
earn
can
MenWomen
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
i
EXT. C200
Call
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
EVERY WEEK
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-580- 0
Free Details: SASE to International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

worshippers joined her in surrounding the first woman, placing their
hands on her shoulders and praying
to God to wash away her troubles
and heal her body in the name of the
Lord. They repeated this process
for the second woman, prompting
both individuals to shed tears.
For the members of the Greater
Deliverance Church, life is about more
than crawling out of bed to walk
through the motions of a mundane
world. It is about making use ofone's
potential, refusing to let the temptation of idle pleasures and wasted talent stand in the way of success. After
bidding farewell, I quietly slipped out
of the small sanctuary and began the
drive back to the familiarity of campus. As I glanced in the rearview
mirror, however, the building that I
had so carelessly driven by took on a
new appearance. Behind the drawn
shutters and the aluminum sideboards
lies a thriving religious community,
eager to share God's love with all who
have the courage and will to enter into
their spiritual community.

Career Services
Sign up is right
now for IBM.
They're here
Wednesday,
November 20.
Ask Career

Services
for more info and

schedule an

appointment
today!

h

'
fi

phoco by Andy Gibbon

Laura Conly '98 researching in Gault Library this past Wednesday.

"I think I cany I think I can," or
other poignant,
thoughts from Julie Thiesen.
stress-relievi-

JULIE THIESEN
As winter slowly closes in upon
us, we are forced to stay in our dorm
rooms and figure out exactly how
much work we have in store for us.
Most of us will admit that we are not
pleased with what the next few
weeks will bring. We have the term
projects, the papers before the term
projects, the lingering thoughts of
finals, and the tests before the finals.
Yes, it is that time of the year
when sleep is no longer an option; it
is a novelty. It is that time of year
when your phone bill is twice as
high as it used to be because you are
calling your parents and asking them
for a ittle more sympathy than usual .
It is also the time of year when you
turn to your roommates and ask them
why they are staring at you so
strangely. Your roommate sheepishly replies, "Well, you look a little
stressed."
Crunch time happens every year,
and there is simply no way around
it As time goes on, crunch time
starts a little earlier than the year
before. The more you try to get your
life in order, the more it seems your
teachers are making a collective effort to bring more chaos with their
assignments, test, and papers. At
some points, you just feel as if the
end will never come.
Well, fortunately, the end eventual ly comes, but only after 7,500 cups
of coffee, fourteen of the most profound papers ever written, and five
tests that physically got up off of the
desk and attacked you for no reason.
After all is said and done, crunch
time does make you a stronger person. Not only can you drink more
coffee than your parents, but you
can also feel all the knowledge
swarming in your head. Personally,
all that knowledge is giving me a
1

ng

headache. The headache is worth it.
however, because it means that all
of my new found information is still
in there somewhere.
I have only been through crunch
time twice, going on to my third, so
maybe I am not the best person to
give advice on how to make it
through the stress, but I will give
some pointers anyway.
Try to sleep for at least two hours
every night. It will feel like a nap, so
you might even enjoy it.
Make a huge list of everything
e
you need to do. Not only will
youranality,
with
impressed
they will also be curious to see if
you can get it all done.
Write on your list of "Things To
Do" the phrase, "I think I can, I
think I can."
Make sure that you tell your roommate that heshe is still loved that
and you are not yelling at them because they are bad.
Just tell yourself that the list you
made is five times as long as it
should be.
Take a study break. Do whatever
your little heart pleases. You will
certainly enjoy it, but you might not
want to go back.
Go back. You have to. You don't
have an option.
If or when you go back, get one
thing done, cross it off your list, and
then go show everyone that you
finally got something finished. If
anything, crunch time makes you
realize that college students are
sometimes superhuman. We are very
rarely honored as such, but we all
know that we are amazing people
trying to get it all done in a week. In
addition, when crunch time is over
you can look at your list of things to
do and say,
"I thought I could. I thought I
could." Best of luck!
every-one"b-

Weekend!
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Guestjazz singer Frieda Lee sings A furious ride with the
holiday Pops concert with symphony kings of modern hardcore
SALLY THELEN

ALLE PARKER

Does that holiday vacation still
seem a little bit too far away? Join
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra
as they present two performances of
"Holidays at the Pops' tonight and
Saturday to bring you some holiday
cheer a little early this year.
Conducted by Jeffrey Lindberg.
both benefit concerts will include
numerous holiday tunes as recorded
by some of the great pop and jaz
singers of our culture. The featured
vocalist for both evenings is jaz
and pop singer Frieda Lee. Among
the holiday songs on the evenings"

Let me qualify this review by stating that I have never been a big Tool
fan. I remember when they first got
some press a few years back, 993 1
believe, when they moved from the
1

second to the main stage on
Laughapalooza. I also recall when
Entertainment Weekly named "Undertow" one of the top ten records of
1993. and when the group won a
Billboard Video Award for "Best
New Artist." kind of funny for a
group that had been signed to Zoo
Entertainment for over a year.
Tool, a four piece unit featuring
Danny Carey on drums,. Maynard

programs are "The Christmas
Song" as sung by Nat 'King' Cole:
"White Christmas." "Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas."
"Jingle Bells." "O Little Town of
Bethlehem" and "White Christmas" as rendered by Barbra
Streisand; and "The First Noel" as
recorded by Ella Fitzgerald. Many
of the pieces have been transcribed
for the Woosier Symphony performance by Lindberg.
Lee first appeared w;'h The Jazz
Members Big Band oi Chicago in
937, beginning a collaboration that
continues to this day. and has since
performed at every major showcase
for jazz in Chicago's rich and diverse musical milieu. She has
worked w ith the cream of that city's
jazz musicians. At Rick's Cafe
Americain in Chicago. Lee performed such famous duetsas "Didn't
We?" and "There Will Never Be
Another You" with Joe Williams.
She has also sung at the City of
Chicago's 5f)th Birthday Party and
the ChicagoFcst.
Lee has also found an audience
worldwide, performing to capacity
crowds in Italy. Sweden. Denmark,
and Spain. She has sung at the

James
Keenanon
vocals.

Adam

Jones on
guitar, and

Justin
Chancel

pholo by News Services

Frieda Lee will perform with Wooster Symphony in McGaw.
available for College of Wooster
Kennedy Center Honors receptions
students, faculty and staff at the
in Washington. D.C. Lee also has
Lowry information desk until today
appeared on several television
broadcasts in Chicago and San Diego.
The concerts, which are supported
in part by the Women's Committee
for the Wooster Symphony Orchestra, will begin at 8: 5 p.m. at McGaw
Chapel. Complimentary tickets are

These are the ti mes that try a mov ie
say it. I. the perennial movie fan, get
tired of watching movies. When
melodramatic Ron Howard films
and Arnold Sch-- r.enegger holiday comedies dominate theaters, it
i s easy to become d i s i u s i oncd w i th
American cinema. Maybe film
doesn't have any power anymore.
Maybe the Republicans are right.
unethical,
Holly wood is a group
greedy scoundrels whose idea of
artful cinema is a sexy female lead
w ho takes her top off at least once,
several exploding cars and a happy
ending. We should turn to more
engaging interes . like supply-sid- e
-

1 1

double-edge- d

ferocity

which had previously
characterized the band.

1

psychological and subconcious
level."

(Stewart), is a struggling writer and
economics.
journalist hired to cover the wedIt is in these disheartening moding of Philadelphia debutante,
ments that I reach back to the reels
Lord (Katherine Hepburn).
the
.Tracy
when
a
time
history
to
film
of
C.K. Dexter
Lord's
horizon was bright. Looking back
Haven (Cary Grant) tags along to
at one classic , The Philadelphia
settle some old scores with his ex,
Story" is just the remedy we need
whom he is still on bad terms with
for our cinematic malaise. Having
sustained all the zip it did when it after a bitter divorce. Haven blackmails Lord, she forces her to allow
was released, this film showcases
the cream of the crop during its the press to publicize the wedding.
And she must let Haven stick around,
time.
as he hopes he can talk her out of
Directed by George Cukor and
marrying a man he's knows is wrong
starring some of the most talented
movie idols of Hollywood silver for her. Of course, things go awry.
screen. Cary Grant, Kathcrine A party is thrown the night before
Hepburn and James Stewart., the
please see HOLLYWOOD
story is a contemporary rendition of
ex-husba-

Shakespeare's "Taming of the
Macauley Connor
Shrew."

replaces the departed Paul D' Amour,
on bass, along with Helmet are perhaps the kings of modern hardcore.
Their music is densely layered and
enjoyable on two levels. One. the
sheer power of the wave after wave
of guitar, noise, and vocals just
crashes into your head. And two.
there is a deeper, subtler side of the
music which places it beyond the
level of mere noise. Carey admits to
this duality w hen he says, "kids will
mosh to anything these days, but
there are those people in the crowd
that the music reaches on a deeper

not be available at the door the
evening of the performance. General admission tickets are $8. and
student tickets are $4. Be sure not to
miss this chance to get swinging
into the holiday season.

Hepburn, Grant and Stewart
buffs soul. As much as I cringe to

two-side- d,

at 4 p.m. Complimentary tickets will

Classic Hollywood comedy with

NAT MISSILDINE

Tool's latest release, "Aenima,"
is chock full of the same type of

nd

COMEDY WITH THE
GREATS, page 9

Tool's latest release, "Aenima."
is chock full of the same type of
double-edge- d
ferocity
which had previously characterized
the band. This time around the band

two-side- d,

hostage.
The treatment will
be brutal
and rigor-

ous and
de
the
mands so

lor, who

1

1

seems a bit more restrained, but the
fury breaks through enough times
so that you realize that it is really
Tool. Cuts like "Message To Harry
Manback" and "Pushit" are drastically understated by Tool standards,
but thcirseeming lack of overt power
actually serves to heighten the emotional tension within the tracks.
Never fear, however, as many
tracks still rip with the sonic mayhem of typical Tool; the title track
and "Hooker With A Penis" come to
mind. Speaking about the album as
a whole. Chancellor says. "It's like
an amusement park, where you can
jump in on any ride or alternatively
you can swallow the whole tab and
be taken

great but you'll walk away from it
saying that you were treated very
well." I tend to agree.
As a whole. "Aenima" reminds
me of the first time I rode the Mantis
up at Cedar Point. It beat the living
Tiell out of me and it was the first
rolltcoaster that ever made me feel
like I wanted to throw up, granted. I
had just finished eating one of those
bananas.
frozen, chocolate-covere- d
As soon as I got off I wanted to get
right back on.
"Aenima" is the same way. I
can't really explain it. but I got into
almost every track on the album. It
was weird. Maybe you'll have the
same experience, then again maybe
you'll just throw up or get whiplash
or something. Who knows? Music,
like roller coasters, is a very personal thing.

Begin your holidays
with the warm spirit
of giving!
Bring a clean, old sweatshirt in good condition
to the Wilson Bookstore during Thanksgiving,
Friday November 22 through Wednesday

November 27, and receive a 20

discount

on a new College of Wooster sweatshirtT

All used sweatshirts will be donated to "People

to People Ministries" for distribution in the

Wooster area community.
Wilson

tookstort

Your Personal BooksiIIer

Dcrnnt n

W

PEOP
MINISTRIES

one discount per customer, please.
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Weekend!
Art and storyline make "Ghost in the Shell" first - rate anime
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the brain can be wired for a variety

AARON RUPERT

of purposes! and the brain can be
hacked like a computer. The Puppet
Master, hacks a persons "ghost," a
term used in the film to represent the
mind, soul, and consciousness, and
creates a fictional reality that the
person believes in to further the
Puppet Master's own ends.
The film becomes a backdrop for,
Shirow's discussion about the soul.
The movie's main character, Motoko
Kusanagi. wonders about the validity of her reality. Kusanagi questions that, if her body is almost all
cybernetic enhancements, is she a
real person? She also believes that,
perhaps, she might not even be a
person, that her "ghost" was created
in a lab. and she has been given a
false memory and history.
As the film continues, the charac-ier- s
discover that The Puppet Master is actually an artificial intelligence, a "ghost" created in the sea
of information that is the world's
internet. Government agencies fight
over custody of The Puppet Master
as Kusanagi continues to question
her own reality. The film climaxes
when The Puppet Master reveals its
own plans fulfill its destiny.

vividly remember the day when
I found out that "Ghost in the Shell,"
the much talked about fin anime
circles) film based on a manga
( meaning comic book to Americans )
by Masamune Shirow had premiered. I. of course, flew to the
Cedar Lee theater in Cleveland, saw
this one and a half hourepic, and was
pleased by the engaging storyline and
excellent art. To all those who have
not seen any Japanese animation (or
who have just been confused by
"Akira"). I say that this is a gixxl intro
into an art form that has something for
everybody. "Ghost in the Shell" is
available at any video store in its
dubbed form.
The story itself is set in a
cyberpunkish future in which people
can get cybernetic enhancements and
information has become the most
valued commodity. The story focuses on the members of Section 9,
unit of the police.
a high-tec- h
Throughout the film, the group is on
the trail of a mysterious villain called
The Puppet Master, who uses unknowing civilians as his pawns. In
this age of cybernetic enhancement.
I

'
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the wedding and the writer and the
e
gradually become inebriated until the end of the evening
when they find themselves in each
other's arms.
The ending is predictable and evinto a tidy little
erything is tied-uconclusion, just as romantic comedies should be. But what makes
this a classic is due largely to the
performers. Stewart is the sarcastic
the decajournalist, w
dence of the Lord manor w ho after a
few drinks reveals his dreamer side,
as poetry falls from his lips. Grant
and Hepburn are the bitter jealous
ex's with a longing thai simmers
underneath every barb they hurl at
one another. Grant says to Hepburn
when she gasps at his unexpected
visit "That look used to scare me
Red. the withering glance of the
goddess."
But the strong-willebride-to-b-

v
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Women:
Shampoo, cut & style

p

only$12.00

ise-crackin-

Men:

Shampoo, cut

gat

d

only $8.00

Saturday

welcome!
Additional parking in back.
Walk-in- s

Hair Designers

&

Tanning

424 N. Market, Wooster, Ohio (330)
:

Kusanagi searches for her soul in "Ghost in the Shell"
film does a gdod job of taking
Shirow's long manga series and
boiling it down to one film, but it
still takes a bit mentally. Some of
the moments of the film are just too
darn melodramatic, but if you can
look past that and the wretched voice

acting, you can come out of the film
with some good questions about the
nature of conscious and reality. While
not a confusing as "Akira" or a silly as
"Ranma." "Ghost in the Shell" is a
e
experience, and is
good
worth the rent at Blockbuster.
first-anim-

Hepburn never backs down from a
fight. She is an independent, reso- lute female lead, unusual even for
today's lingering sexist standards.
The film's performances are such
stand-out- s
partly because Hepburn,
Grant and Stewart have a presence
and an elegance that has rarely been
matched. But in part our eye drifts
to them because they, and the words
that pour from their mouths, were
the central focus of a film in those
days. The dialogue is so good, because the writer's words were actually respected and the way those
words worked in the film was of
utmost importance. Today, editing,
musical score and special effects
are the elements that d.i.le audiences. So Hollywood has followed
suit, spending millions of dollars on
a scene where a building is blown up
while the words the characterspeaks
make little or no difference.
Our collective interests in a film

have been dumbed down. Filmmakers do not have faith that mov
will listen anymore or that
actors can carry their ow n weight in
a film. Some w ould argue that dialogue and actor charisma are concerns of theater. Older movies are
closer timewise to that medium of
theater, the art form from which
cinema sprang. But Hollywood today has swung to a ludicrous extreme, suppressing a
script and smothering a performer
with unnecessary bells an J whistles.
Studios chose to ignore the talent
that is out there.
rm not trving to bemoan the passing of a belter era. There are drawbacks to the safe, conventional stories exemplified in "The Philadelthere
phia Storv." But certe-inialso something thai c.i; 'v learned
from these movies thai - ..rue before
art form
us. Surely, movies a
have not vet ran their c :rse.
ie-go-

well-writte-

Come learn and celebrate the
holiday. Kwanzau!
Experience Kwanzaa beginning Q?
1:30 p.m. in Lowry Pit there will
be song, dance, poetry, and more.
Following the activities in the Pit,
there will be a Karamu Feast in
6:00 p.m. Tickets
Mackey Hall
for the dinner are only $2- - and are
available at Low ry Information Desk
or purchase a ticket Saturday afternoon durins the festivities.

263-446-
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For those of you who need one
last boogv before Thanksgiving,
head to The College Underground
for a 7080 's Dance Party admission in S.50 and the action w ill
begin s 10:00 p.m.!

i
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If a quiet evening is what you have
in mind, check out the Saturday night
showing
film: The Usual Suspects
times are 7:30 & 10:00 p.m. Mateer
DON'T
Auditorium foronlvSl !!!
THIS IS THE LAST
MISS IT
FILM OF THE SEMESTER

Sunday
The Classic Film. Citien Cane,
will be shown in

Mate

"

ers

n

S.A.B. EVENTS
African-A-

must have ID.

Download from tcp.venice.com

Hollywood comedy with the greats

College pay
Wednesday 5
ID

'

The art in the movie is "Akira"-qualit- y
or better. The backdrops for
the movie all illustrate the cyber-sluthat Tokyo has become in the
future. The occasional computer-enhance- d
effects also lend some
variety to the film.
The dubbing, while better than
most films, is a dark spot on the
film. There should be a law that all
anime must be subtitled, but
in Congress would
stop it in a second, and it would
force the masses to go through the
excruciating trouble of reading AND
watching their anime. People don't
seem to understand the fact that Japanese voice actors are good while
American voice actors are wretched.
The voices for Kusanagi and her
partner are somewhat atrocious, but
if you can fight through it, it is good
film. The soundtrack of the film is
perfect, with an eerie quality that
assists the characters on their shady
journey into the soul.
The movie is based on a manga by
Masamune Shirow. A friend of
mine once told me "Reading Shirow
is hard. It's not that the vocabulary
is difficult, it's just takes a few days
to figure out what's going on." The

Audito-

rium it 7:30 p.m.

S.A.B. wishes you
a safe & relaxing
Thanksgiving
Break!!!

.
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Scot stuff
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continued from page
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With the victory, the Scots have
gone from cellardwellcrs toconfer-enc- e
powerhouses in two years. In
With a strong
1994. the Scots were
r
class, the future is brighter
than ev er for Wi x slcr f x tbal I. Watch
this space next week fora wrapupof
this breakthrough season.
1--

9.

first-yea-

CC wrap
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Division III teams in the country
Rice's eight years of experience as
head coach have helped him tocratl
an excellent program geared towards
strong performance at season's end.
The national meet is. of course, the
end "the ultimate in cross country ."
according to Rice. "Yi hi can't go any
higher than this. To come out of there
being fifteenth is very exciting."
While hiscarcfully planned workouts and skilled coaching have enabled the team to develop to its
fullest potential, he credits the athletes for showing the necessary
drive. "I'm especially proud of the
seniors. I don't think we could have
done this without their leadership."
For the four seniors who raced
last Saturday Freeman. Poole.
Heck and Met
competing at nationals was the crowning event of
four succesful years. The four have
earned a number of
titles and have been a part of teams
claiming the
title in 1994.
three Wooster Invitational titles.and
various other first place and runner-u- p
spots.
Rice likes to joke about how he
recruited these runners four years
ago. "Michelle said she was going
to Penn Slate Julie said she wasn't
coming here and F.llcn wouldn't
even talk to me. I only knew that
Molly was coming."
There were ci&?ht seniors on the
team, also including Lesley Crossley.
Megan McCabe. Alyvsa Morse, and '
Virginia Osgoo.. 3 others will return
next year, led by Huffman. Gorka.
Shell, and Sarah Aniel "00 who also
earned a varsity letter this season.
Captains Crossley. Poole jnd Met
will "pass tlie torch "n" to Belli Shell
.
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Coach Moore's arsenal.
Moore has a deep and talented
bench to go to during the season.
Chad Roberts '98 w ill see increased
playing time off the bench. His
great improvement during the offseason makes him versatile utility
man that Moore can use effectively
in a number of roles.
Helping Moore out on the bench
are his three talented assistants.
Bruce Martin is a local high school
teacher who gives the Scots expert
coaching. Doug Cline
"95. a former Wwoster standout, has
assistant coach
assumed the
position. Cline draws from his superb know ledge as a player and helps
his players with his
coaching. He is also in charge of the
recruiting program, which is cruel. il
to the advancement of any good

.

full-tim-

basketball

ce

o

e

program.

This strong tradition has Wooster
picked to finish second in the conference behind perennial nemesis
Wittenberg. The NCAC is a strong
basketball conference w hich makes
every conference game crucial. The
Scots will also have some tough
games which become important for bids to the
NCAA tournament. However, for
the Scots to make it there, they have-tfocus and prepare for each game.
The Scots start their season tonight at 8 p.m. versus Hiram as part
of the Al Van Wie Rotary Classic,
named after the Wooster coaching
legend. At 6 p.m.. Wilmington and
Waynesburg will square off and the
winners will play for the tournament championship tomorrow at 8
p.m. w ith the consolation match at 6
p.m. This tournament is important
in wo way s. First, it tests the Scots"
preparation and gives
them an indication of areas that still
Second, the Roneed
be
collecting
canned
will
tary Club
boxed food and cash donations to
e
Ministries
benefit
during this holiday season. So bring
your donations and see the Scots begin their exciting journey toward the
NCAC crow n. See you at the came!
non-conferen-

or

on-thc-flo-

on-the-llo-

continued from page
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long TD pass. This lime the distance
was a mere 38 yards. Coupled with
Schobcr's now weary leg. the Scots
finished the seining with a 35-- 7 whitewash of Ohio Wesleyari. This was
sweet revenge ftr the Set ts. w ho were
pummeled by the Bishops last year

November 22, 1996

or
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prc-scaso- n

Another

Paris "96.
Wooster standout.
will serve as the program's junior
varsity coach. This fine team of
coaches will bring out the best in
this years team and maintain the
high level of excellence and achievement thar have characterized Fight-in- a
Scot basketball.

fine-tunin-

I-am-

ont

g.

People-to-Peopl-

BTE down the stretch
i

JAMES KOLLER
Contestants struggled in weeks nine and ten of Beat the Experts.
In week nine, Ryan Nimeyer tripped up four other applicants to
claim the top prize. Dallas' upset of San Francisco tripped up many
of the contestants.
Sports
Week ten was one of the lowest scoring weeks of
Editor Koller and Mackie Feierstein tied al the top with 16 points
each, two points better than newcomer Lucien Holmes "99 and three
better than Walt Owens and Niemeyer. John Finn of Sports InformaPeter James.
tion was tied for sixth with fellow
Going into the final week of the contest there are several marquee
matchups. For local interest, Ohio State at Michigan is game of the
week. Ohio State finally clinched the elusive Rose Bowl bid last
weekend with a victory over Indiana, now the national championship
is on the line. In the pros, Pittsburgh travels to Miami in a rematch
of the 1984 NFC title game (hey, I am looking for filler). Pittsburgh
coach Bill Cowher and Miami coach Jimmy Johnson are reunited for
the first time since they served together at Dallas. Get your bids in if .
you want a shot at the grand prize Bowl Game Bonanza.
th-yea-

-

r.

info-seek- er

Swimmers & divers
continue strong show
Consistency key to early success
MONICA BRYM
KRISTIN RIKER
With hardcore swims by both the
men and women. The College of
Wooster swim team was ablae at
the Allegheny Invitation in
Meadville. Pa., last weekend. The
men won both the sprint and distance meets, while the women won
the sprint meet and came in a close
second to Allegheny College for the
distance meet.
Final scores for the men for
Friday's Sprint Invitational were
Wooster (403 ). Cortland State ( 375 ).
Allegheny (275) and John Carroll
( 189). Fonhe women. Wooster was
first w ith (422). ahead of Allegheny
( 384 ). Cortland State (224 ). and John
Carroll (204).
At Saturday's Distance Invitational the Scots were victorious w ith
896 points, ahead of Cortland Slate
(730). Allegheny (580). and John
Carroll (404). The Lady Scots were
a close second to Allegheny's 576
points with 535 points. Rounding
out the scores were Cortland State
third with 168 and John Carroll
fourth with 154.
"This was the most significant
performance for the men in air (he
years that we have attended this
invitational," said Wooster head
coach Keith Beckett. "The men
were not threatened by conference
members. Allegheny. Ohio Athletic

Conference Champions, John

Carroll, or the State University of
New York pow erhouse of Cortland
State University."
Leading the way for the men on
Friday with outstanding victories
were Dan Parker '98 in the 100

butterfly (54.98) and Ben Chalol
"98 in the 100 freestyle (49.36).
Also the 200 freestyle relay, consisting of Chalot, Andrew
Wunderley "97. Steve Bay uk '(H).
and Parker look a strong first w ith
a time of 1:29.82.
"The significant sprint invitational
victory for (he women on Friday
came as a result of four out of seven
possible first place finishes." said
Beckett. Victories came in the I0O
backstroke with a 1:01.71 by
Stephanie MacMillian "99. the MX)
freestyle by Lindsay Murphy "(X)
(56.21). the 2(X) indiv idual medley
by Murphy (2:17.23). and the 2(H)

freestyle relay of

Murphy.

MacMillan and Jacquelyn Gray "(X)
and Leah Becki (X) ( :44.25).
Oiherexcellent svvimscame from
Ellen Hunter "99 w ith a second place
finish in the MX) breaststroke w ith a
time of 1:1 1.68. Becki with a second place in the 100 butterfly
( I :()2.95) and Carolyn Firchak "00.
who was third in the MX) backstroke
with a 1:03.92.
At (he distance invitational the
combined teams pulled together for
seven victories. Winning the 2(X)
backstroke was MacMillan for the
w orfltn w 7(TTa"2:r4.TT6 and Vince
Dalchuk "98 w i(h a 2:03.92 for
victory. In the 2(X) butterfly
Becki took first for the women w ith
a 2: 6.23 and Parker took the men's
event w ith a 2:(XS. 9. Walter Modeen
"(X) UH)k the 4(X) individual medley
with a 4:33.74. Finishing the meet
in a winning style were both the 8(X)
freestyle relays. The women's relay
1

(he-men-'s

1

1

please see WOO WATER
WINNINGS, page

It's Back...
The Java Well
Saturday November 23
10 pm 'til 2 am
y

Beat the Experts

Week Eleven
Game of the Week
Pittsburgh at Miami

Game of the Week
Ohio SL at Michigan
Brigham Young at Utah
Washington at Washington SL
Alabama at Auburn
West Virginai at Virginia Tech
Boston College at Miami
Iowa at Minnesota
South Carolina at Clemson
Iowa State at Kansas St.
At izona St. at Arizona

Numlxrr of points

Dallas at NY Giants
NY Jets at Buffalo
San Diego at Kansas City
Denver at Minnesota
Indianapolis at New England
Detroit at Chicago
San Francisco at Washinton
Carolina at Houston
Oakland at Seattle

Tie Breaker:
in Ohio St. Michigan game
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GOOD COFFEE, GREAT MUSIC, & A LOW COST
AT

Mackey hall in Westminster Church House
co-sponso-

red

by W'CF and SGA
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Sports

November 22 1996

NCAC Ail-St-

Woo water winnings
continued from page 10
consisted of MacMillan, Murphy, Becki and
Jenny Diehl '00 (8:20.67). The men's team
included Chalot, Wunderley, Parker and Rich
Anderson '00(7:31.77).
"The men's meet was a combination effort by the strong leading swimmers and the
supportive swims down throughout the
ranks," said Beckett. "The men were phenomenal both days showing a capacity to
sprint with the best on Friday and to hold
the distance throughout Saturday's even

events."
Returning to competition after being out
with an illness, Kris Marr '97 commented,
"It's good to be competing and cheering for
my teammates again."
"Facing 4450 yards of fast competition
today, I was ready to take on the challenge,"
Rising to the
said Rob Harrington '99.
challenge in six events that day, Harrington's
performances were exemplified by his final
swim. He finished with a large victory in the
consolation heat of the 400 individual medley
(4:42.92) after running to the blocks from

P6 ft
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180 MHz 16MB RAM1.6GB8X
15 " d&iaWktiboaid

n

Now $1,740

Communicate to the

world with it.

v

-

Power Macintosh" 7200 DOS

Have fun with it.

.

Willie Drexler 2nd team
Josh Baird honorable mention
Andrew Dawson honorable mention
.

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY .
Susannah Sprong- - 1st team. ,
Katie Ewig 1st team
;;
Heather Heitsenrether 1st team
Marissa Moore 2nd team
' Meghan McLaughlin
2nd team v,.

,

MEN'S FOOTBALL
Brandon Good lst team

Sly Slaughter-- 1 st team ' ,
.
Greg Lare 2nd team . ,
Jason Nappier 2nd team ,
Jason Legg 2nd team ;
Scott Amstutz -- honorable mention
Rich Judd honorable mention - ...

:

",

-

-

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

CD-RO- M

Now $1,605

Get $150 back with it.
1500

730x360 dpi BT, 360x360 dpi Color

Now $235

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebate when yaa purchase a Macintosh" personal
computer and an Apple" printer Fact is, your timing couldnt be better to get your Mac a machine that
features some of the worlds most innovative technology. And its easier to use than anything you'll
out your Mac. It'll help
encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer store and
keep you ahead in your classes (or at least tied) . And right no( you'll come out $150 ahead on the price.

LUKE LINDBERG
Going into last year's annual NCAC basketball tournament, the fifth place Lady Scots
were looking to hang tough against the higher
seeds. The Cinderella Scots, however, knocked
off a talented Case Reserve team and a tougher
Kenyon squad only to have their fairy tale run
6
loss to Wittenberg in the
halted by a
NCAC final. However, the heart and determination that the Lady Scots showed during
their NCAC tournament, promises to show
through this season. In one of the most promising years in Lady Scots basketball recent
history, the team will try to knock Wittenberg
from the NCAC title that they have held for
the past three seasons.
Although Wooster graduated Suzy Sipes
'96 and Lorah Way '96, two key players in the
Lady Scots run last season, the returning
should be able to step up their
game and fill the holes left by their departure.
Five key players from last season return and
hope to build upon the momentum that began
with the tournament run. Heather Dales '98,
fresh off the recently completed volleyball
season, hopes to make her presence known in
the middle this year as the Lady Scots' starting center. Dales, hopes to build upon her
4.7 rebounding and 2.4 points per game
mark from last year. As the oldest and most
experienced on the squad. Dales should prove
leader this year.
to be a key
Guards Angie Ellis "99 and Suzanne Roberts '99 also look to improve the Lady Scots
chances this year. Ellis, despite managing
last season,
only about nine minutes perg-m- e
role left
guard
point
the
should step into
vacant by Way's departure. Ellis' outside
shooting will be another key ingredient in the
Scots recipe for success. Roberts looks to
i "mpro ve upon her 6.6 poi nt s per game average
from a year ago and step up as one of the
this season. As the hardest working

c5
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The College of Wooster ACS Computer Sales
Taylor Hall Rm. 203
Mon thru Fri 1pm-5pm

330-263-22- 52
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MEN'S SOCCER .
Brad Pierce 1st team '

f

,

.

'

--

.

2nd team
r
.
Adam Comett honorable, cntion
Paul Elliot honorable mention

up-perclass-

Apple Color StytaWHter

Sarah Harrison honorable mention I ':
Jaime DiFabrizio honorable mention -

Bill Hubbard

2nd team

Carrie Zuro

'

--

69-6-

-

120 MHz 16MB RAM12GBA3X
15" dtyiaWhcvboard

-

.

David Brown Coach of the Year. ''
Kelly James Defensive Player of the Year
1st team
, Becky Koishor
Newcomer of the Year
r- honorable mention
Annie Gillespie 1st team
Megan Mueller 2nd team
. Laura Snow
2nd team
Melissa Eging 2nd team
Denise Drescher honorable mention

J
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Women to open tomorrow with home tourney

Simplify your life with it.

CD-RO- M

-

"

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

.

Lady Scots basketball to
bring hope to hardwood

Work faster with it.

iUcntoKPr1brTnrf,6400CO

Dennis Rice Coach of the Year. .
Michelle Poole 1 st team
. ,
1st team
Beth Huffman
1st team
Ellen Freeman
Emily Gorka 2nd team
Julie Heck 2nd team

1 1

Scots

ar

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

warming down following his second place
finish in the 200 butterfly (2:09.29).
"The conference rivalry fire for the women
is in full blaze," said Beckett. "With Wooster's
upset of Allegheny at both the NCAC relay
meet earlier this season and the sprint invite
on Friday and Allegheny's victory "in the
distance invite, the coaching staff sees this
year as one of the most exciting challenges for
third place at the championships in NCAC
history."
Saturday's close second place finish by
Becki in the 400 individual medley (4:54. 2)
and Firchak's third in the 200 backstroke
(2:15.94) helped to fuel the fire in the duel
with Allegheny. Julie Snoddy '97 took sec(316.725) and
ond on both the
three-metboards (347.2 3). A notable absence for the women was strong butterflier
and distance freestyler, Carrie Sergi '97, out
due to illness.
Both the men's and women's teams will
travel to Oberlin College next Saturday, where
the Scots will be geared up for a chance to
meet their conference rival in dual meet
one-met-

Page

men

urt

key-leaders

and best shooting member of the squad, Roberts will hope to improve on her first year
successes.
Katie Montague '99, a 2nd team all NCAC
selection last season, looks to lead the team
with her 3 ppg avg and her 5 rpg avg. Last
1

year's NCAC Newcomer of the Year,
Montague will serve as the catalyst of the
Scots front line. Kirsten Zahn '99 also looks

to provide some help in the middle, splitting
her center time with Dales and possibly spending some time at power forward.
Allison Erk '00. Aleashia Washington '00,
Christy Judd '00 and Kate Nederostek '00
hope to bring some much needed depth to the
Wooster front line. Erin Gertz '00, Katie
Hank '00, Beth King '00, Maria Leopold '00,
and Nicole Sprenger '00 will all fight for
playing time behind Roberts and Ellis in the
will
backcourt. Hopefully, these
develop into a strong bench as he season
progresses.
Facing off against a traditionally difficult
schedule, the Lady Scots hope to have their
younger players contribute as quickly as possible. Erin Gertz, the first year guard from
Millersburg, and Beth King '00, from Western Reserve Acadamy, will look to be big
contributors. With North Coast powers
Wittenberg and Kenyon looming, the Lady
Scots hope to build upon a solid staring five
and develop a young yet talented bench.
To begin the year, the Lady Scots will open
at home as the host of the annual Nan Nichols
tournament. With difficult teams in the field,
the Lady Scots will use the competition to not
only get an idea of here they stand, but also
to show their underclassmen w hat the college
game is all about
The Nan Nichols Tournament, which
a tour team field, begin-- tomorrow a!
p.m. a! Timken Cr mnasium. The Scots con!!.::!
l!e::
tinue plav the nevl day Tue.-d- :
first away iiar.ie, a- - ihc tracl to Maiorv..first-yea-

rs

.
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Scots bury Bishops

y

aerial attack
continues the "Barnes Revolution"
Record-breakin-

g

JAMES ROLLER
The Wooster football team ended
their most productive season in fifteen years Saturday with a 35-- 7
thumping of Ohio Wesleyan University. In one of their most dominating performances in recent
memory, the Scots dominated on
both sides of the ball, amassing 409
yards of offense while allowing the
Battlin Bishops a mere 266 yards
of their own.
On the opening drive of the game
four of Woostcr's biggest offensive
contributors all season long touched
the ball. Brock Wanless '00 fielded
the kick. Jeff Elser ran the ball and
Judd guided the air attack to Brandon Good. The result was a 76 yard
drive, capped by a Judd to Good
four yard Scot Touchdown pass.
Will Schober '00 added the extra
point for a 0 score.
The Scots wasted little time adding to their advantage. At the beginning of the second quarter. Scot
cornerback Scott Amstutz picked
off the Bishops pass attempt, setting
up the next Scot score. Rich Judd
7--

'99 made mincemeat of the OW
secondary on the next play from
scrimmage. Once again. Good benefitted, catching a 42 yard Scot
Touchdown. Schober's PAT made
the score 0 with just over a minute
gone in the second quarter.
When Judd hooked up with Good
for a 35 yard score late in the half,
their third connection, the Scot margin extended to 21-The lone
Bishop score brought the gap down
to 14. the smallest it would be all
day. The Scot offense was too potent for a the undermanned Bishops,
as they fell to 6 for the season. 5
in the NCAC.
Judd & Good Inc. were not fin-

at Nationals
JULIE HECK

1 4--

0.

4--

3--

ished with dismantling Ohio
Wesleyan's defense. While trying
to outdo each previous score, they
connected for a 71 yard pass play
that brought the crowd to their feat
for a solid two minutes. In this, the
final game for seniors, the sensation
was immeasurable. The 28-- 7 score
left only the celebrating for fans and
players alike. For Good, his performance was good enough for NCAC
Player of the Week. He gained 83
1

v

i

photo by Man Dilyard

Rich Judd threw for five TPs and 323 yards in the Scots' 35-- 7 win.
yards and scored four touchdowns,
Judd's game was only his final of
both records for Scot football. He is
the second Scot to achieve player of
the week status this season. Tony
Klonowski was named a player of
the week in honor

the season, not career. He gave Scot
fans a taste of the future when he
found Doug Laditka for yet another
please see SCOT STUFF, page 10

It is all about Heart and Hard work. . .

Men's basketball looking to can opponents in season-openin- g
JOE ALLEN

team through the
with
excellent work habits and dedication. These admirable traits have
permeated the rest of the team and.
like all good teams, this team's sole
focus is to give it their all and rack
up wins.
Point guard Ro Fernandez will be
directing the Fighting Scot offense.
Fernandez is entering his third year
as a starter and he has contributed
steadily on both offense and defense. A great point guard can shoot
pre-seas-

The 996-- 1 997 Fighting Scot basketball team is gearing up for another blockbuster season with hopes1
of bringing home the NCAC crown
and advancing to the NCAA tournament. With excellent coaching and
a strong core of returning players,
these lofty goals are well within
grasp of this talented team.
Tragically, the team will have to
overcome the loss of Philip Yontz
'99 who died in a motorcycle accident earlier this year. His loss is
most deeply felt off the court on the
emotional level, but his impressive
r,
performance on the court as a
which garnered him the NCAC
Newcomer of the Year Award, will
certainly affect the team.
Rising from this tragedy and the
loss of other key players from last
year's team is a team which worked
very hard in the preseason to prepare for the season. Senior
Ro Fernandez. Greg Morris, and Mike Yeater have lead the
1

first-yea-

Tri-Captai-

ns

on

and distribute the ball well;
Fernandez does both of these superbly. Last season he averaged 9.2
points and 3.8 assists per game and
shootis the Scots
ing leading. He is also a fine defensive player, and through his
defense of the conference's
lop guard, Fernandez was named
Scots Best Defensive Player last
season.
Fernandez and Morris have played
together si nee high school and their
chemistry is one key to the Scot's
success. Wooster's lanky big man
all-ti-

me

3-po-

int

top-not- ch

Women's CC
finish 15th

tournament

will be integral in controlling the
post and he's looking to improve his
scoring and rebounding. His leadership down low in the post will
make the Scots strong offensively
and defensively in this key area.
Also important in the low post is
sophomore standout Ryan Gorman.
He averaged 10.6 points per game
and his conference leading 8.4 rebounds per game won him
honors. His tenacious play under
the rim allows him to overpower
opponents and post such impressive
numbers. As great as his first season was, Gorman has improved his
game and will be even more impressive this season.
Backing up the Scot's two big men
will be John Wilson '99 who saw
r.
considerable playing time as a
Brad Vance '00, who has had an
will also be
impressive
called upon in the post position.
Ball movement is fundamental to
basketball success and this makes
the wing men crucial to any team.
Yeater has not contributed huge
all-NC-

statistically, but his presence on the
court is definitely fdt through the
little things he does. An excellent
passer and defender, Yeater is the
Scot's go-t- o man when they need
someone to come up huge in a game.
Rich Hochstetler '99 is an excellent shooting guard who is a considshooting threat.
erable three-poiAlthough he did notsee as much
playing time last season due to a
preseason injury, Hochstetler will
invariably increase his offensive
performance this season.
Matt Sprang '98 rounds out the
wing men. Sprang has steadily improved in his tenure at Wooster. His
consistency and dedication to the
program will undoubtedly pay off
for the Scots this season.
Brian Watkins '00 has impressed
a great many people during the preseason. After coming off a decorated
career, his skills
will make him a strong weapon in
nt

AC

first-yea-

pre-seaso- n,

high-scho- ol

please see SCOT ADJUSTMENTS.
page 10

The women's cross country team
capped off a stellar season by racing
to a fifteenth place finish at the national championships last weekend.
Led by a tremendous effort from Ellen
Freeman '97, the Scots showed they
can run with the best in the country.
In cracking the top fifteen, the
team met its final goal of the season
and succeeded in an impressive finish for a team that had previously
been ranked no higher than twentieth. It is also the highest finish of
any NCAC women's team in recent
years.
The Scots demonstrated that they
could remain focused at the end of a
long season and amidst fierce competition. Stepping to the line with
21 teams of this caliber was a new
experience for them all. But according to Freeman, they "didn't go
in there intimidated. The team
handled it well, and it was a powerful experience." Senior Michelle
rooie agreed, saying. I was with i
the best runners in the nation. It was i

awesome."

I

Freeman has run exceptionally f
well in the final weeks, including an
All-Confere-

performance

nce

1

1

1

Tonight Al Van Wie Rotary Classic
Tomorrow Al Van Wie Rotary Classic
Tuesday-- at Grove City, 7:30 p.m.

SWIMMING & DIVING
-

-

-

.

Tomorrow at Oberlin, 1 p.m.

:

.

-

.

1

Championships two weeks ago.
placed fourth with 157.
Coach Dennis Rice has watched
with pride as his team has conquered
one goal after another: the NCAC
title, a national berth, and finally the
recognition as one of the top fifteen
please see

CC WRAP, page

The upcoming week in Sports:
MEN'S BASKETBALL

fol-

lowed by a fifteenth place finish at
Regionals. She topped it off with an
18:52 clocking to finish 52nd in
Saturday's 5K NCAA Championships. "I don't think I could have
raced any belter," she said.
Finishing together in 86th and 87th
places were Beth Huffman '99 and
Poole, respectively, both with a time
of 9: 2. Next in for Wooster were
Julie Heck '97 (123rd in 19:32).
Emily Gorka '99 (1 37th in 19:41).
Molly Metz '97 (1 74th in 20:48)
and Beth Shell '98 ( 76th in 20:5 ).
The team total was 349.
The team from Osh Kosh, Wisconsin, took the title with 62 points.
Calvin, who won the Regional

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL.

Today-N- an
Nichols Tip-Of-T
Tourney
Tomorrow Nan Nichols Tip-Of-T
Tourney
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